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One of the most interesting aspects of Luminous Arc 3 is the new ways the game explores relationships between the characters. For example, in the parallel dimension, the amazonian tribe Kelp where each seer can “read”
almost everything written in books that are located in that dimension, and then thanks to a specific skill can learn to understand the origins of that writing. Turei was a member of this tribe, and was able to read the texts
about the elements. By using a special attack, the warrior Kohaku, he reads the amazonians for the first time with the origin of his element and is able to understand the connection with him. On the other hand, being a
female character, Elle is a warrior but her element is water. Despite that, she is still able to read the texts because the element has added a resonance to her mind. This mechanism has several consequences in the plot of
the game. The worst of them is that, in order to learn more about the other dimensions and about the origin of the elements, characters sometimes need to fight each other. On the other hand, these clashes make it
possible to learn more about the other characters and sometimes even lead to emotional situations. Special Abilities … Ability of Law and Order — Levi … Climatic Enigma — Kohaku … Pull of True Elements — Copen …
Law of Aridity — Lola … Light of Transfer — Elle … Elemental Identification — Turei … "Spiral of Time" Telepathy — Elle … Ability of Recollection — Kazuhiko Finally, while the translation is in English, they still have time to
polish the game, so expect a lot of improvements and bug fixes. You can help support the team by donating to their Patreon page. Thanks a lot!
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on april 17, inti creates games released information about this arc of alchemist mobile game. they revealed that the game will have 1 million players at launch and that there are two modes of play, battle and trading. they
also revealed the background story of the game, as well as the heroines aika and kogane who will be playable by default, and is a fusion between luminous arc 2's aika and alchemist's kogane. it was also revealed that the

evangile of alchemist's main character is now in the game as a boss. today we bring you patchl 2017 and 2018 that has been made for the luminous arc 3 rom. on monday (april 1st) we bring you a patchl 2017 for
luminous arc 3 rom. on tuesday (april 2nd) we will release a patchl 2018 for luminous arc 3 rom. on this patchl we translate the level 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 and stage data. on june 26th, the gunvolt twitter account posted a

survey asking people what they would like to see in luminous avenger ix 3. unsurprisingly, people wanted the physical release of the game. they also asked for a character introduction, a showcase, or character
appearances in the game. harin-okuki replied with "the 3rd game is a bit risky so i can't announce anything right now. please be patient." on august 23rd, during the luminous avenger ix 3 stream, inti creates announced

they won a scholarship to collaborate with studio puyukai. this was discovered through one of the stream's questions about developing art for handheld hardware. they also confirmed that the game will release on the 21st
of december, 2021, almost a year later than intended. it was also revealed that, as per tradition, on the 5th of september (october 11th in japan), they will reveal the name of the new character "taiko." however, that day

they accidentally announced yui, instead of taiko. the same day, they also revealed that yui's va is kyōko hikami. 5ec8ef588b
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